Activity-dependent modifications of synaptic efficacies are a cellular substrate of 2 learning and memory. Experimental evidence shows that these modifications are 3 synapse-specific and that the long-lasting effects are associated with the sustained 4 increase in concentration of specific proteins like PKMζ. However, such proteins are 5 likely to diffuse away from their initial synaptic location and spread out to neighbor-6 ing synapses, potentially compromising synapse-specificity. In this paper we address 7 the issue of synapse-specificity during memory maintenance. Assuming that the 8 long-term maintenance of synaptic plasticity is accomplished by a molecular switch 9 we perform simulations using the reaction-diffusion package in NEURON and analyt-10 ical calculations to determine the limits of synaptic-specificity during maintenance.
Introduction

17
Overwhelming experimental evidence indicates that activity-dependent modification Much is known about the molecular substrate of one form of synaptic plasticity, where I o is the maximum protein synthesis rate, c θ is an activation threshold and
89
K is the protein degradation rate. The activation function Θ is assumed to have a 90 general sigmoid shape. In the analytical calculations presented here we will assume 91 that Θ has a step-function form.
92
The value of I o is chosen to guarantee a bi-stable steady-state solution. Figure 1A concentrations. This corresponds to the up-or active-state.
98
We consider that for active synapses the switch is operating in the up-state of the 99 bistable regime. In the case when Θ is represented by a step-function, the up-state 
127
Analytical expressions for L crit
128
The value of L crit can be calculated analytically. In the case of polyribosomes along (cf. Eq. 6). The geometric series has the closed form, resulting in the equation:
In the limit of N → ∞ this expression becomes: spine (see Fig. 1C )
where α and β are parameters determined by the spine geometry, the diffusion con- 
where A and B are constant functions of the geometry of the spines, the diffusion con- determined from the condition that the isolated polyribosome remains in the up-
172
state against the effects of diffusion and degradation (cf. Fig. 1A ). In the case of a 173 polyribosome in the dendrite, the relevant expression is derived from the steady-state 174 solution to the one-dimensional reaction-diffusion equation
176
where the label d indicates the concentration is in the dendrite,
the synthesis rate with a maximum value I o and c 
187
In the case of polyribosomes in dendritic spines we first solved Eq. 5 in each com- 
194
The resulting equations are combined to derive the expression
197
where 2r neck/dend is the diameter of the neck/dendritic compartment and α, β, P and length L dend , and the spine geometry is illustrated in Fig. 3 . All the code is 209 written in Python. The parameters used in the simulations performed are given in 
222
Typical values were between 10 to 30.
223
Parameters and auxiliary functions
224
Model parameters are presented in Table 1 and the terms involving geometrical,
225
difussional and degradation parameters in Eqs. 3, 4 and 8 are given here.
Results
235
In order to maintain memory and the ability to persistently perform learned tasks 
241
We have argued that such a switch is most likely implemented at the level of trans-242 lation, and that the synthesized protein that potentiates synaptic transmission is
243
PKMζ. The approach we take is based on the observation that its synthesis is lo- general and could apply to other forms of a molecular switch.
249
A molecular switch for maintaining synaptic efficacies, must operate in a synapse-250 specific manner in order to maintain the computational power of the neural circuits.
251
Until now most models of such a molecular switch were single compartment models 252 that did not analyze the effect of diffusion on synapse-specificity. Diffusion, however,
253
could impair synapse-specificity because proteins synthesized by one polyribosome 254 could diffuse to a neighboring one and trigger protein synthesis at that location too.
255
It is also thought that maintenance-related proteins have long lifetimes. Such long 256 lifetimes, as shown below, are actually potentially detrimental to synapse-specificity.
257
Using the model outlined above of bistable switches in dendritic shafts or spines
258
we have calculated the conditions necessary for synapse-specificity during the main-259 tenance phase of synaptic plasticity.
260
Polyribosomes in dendrites 261
To determine when a synaptic site remains isolated from neighboring potentiated 
264
This situation is illustrated in Fig. 4A for the case of N = 2.
265
As described above synthesized proteins can diffuse to neighboring sites leading pattern (e.g., memory) that involved only the four neighboring synapses has now been 277 modified by the effects of diffusion, loosing its synaptic specificity. polyribosomes to be active, thus there is a loss of synaptic specificity.
290
The value of L crit depends on several parameters, as can be inferred from Eq. 2.
291
However we will focus here on the effect of the characteristic length constant, λ, since which is hundreds of times larger than estimated inter-spine distances.
302
An analytical expression for this dependency can be given in the case of Θ being 303 a step-function. By using Eq. 2 in the case when c o < c θ , and using the expression for each data point (see Eq. 8).
362
The presence of actin in the cytoskeleton (Matus, 2000; Shirao and Gonzalez- is minimal for the values of λ considered here (λ is calculated using D dendrite ).
371
The morphology of the spine head and neck can also play a role in L crit . There 
374
We explored here the effects on L crit for various head sizes. Our results show that 375 changes in the spine head's volume have no effect in the critical distance as shown 376 in Fig. 8B .
377
In addition to the above morphological changes, there is evidence of changes in 
381
Our results show that spine neck length plays a significant role in establishing the 382 value of L crit . Figure 8C shows that as the length of the spine neck increases the value 383 of L crit decreases slowly. Interestingly, a reduction of the spine neck length suggests 384 that the inactive spine can remain isolated only at significantly larger distances.
385
Finally, the diameter of the spine neck seems to have a major effect in L crit .
386
The diameter of the spine neck has been found to be regulated by neuronal and The rate of protein synthesis in our model depends on the local protein concentration.
397
This positive feedback mechanism is described through an activation function Θ(c − 398 c θ ). In all equations presented here, Θ is assumed to be a step-function. However,
399
this approach is hardly realized in biological systems. Moreover, in our simulations 400 we have replaced it by a steep Hill-function, with exponent n = 40 (see Table 1 and
Here we explore the effect of relaxing the sharp steepness condition and deter-403 mine the effect of decreasing the activation slope (i.e., decreasing n) in the critical 404 distance L crit . We apply this to the case when polyribosomes are located in spine 405 heads and assume that all active spines are still operating in the saturation regime.
406
Consequently Eq. 4 is still valid except that the function Θ has been modified. The 407 results are presented in Fig. 9 . case carried out for L = 17 µm, a bit more than L crit for these parameters.
427
In figure xxA we show the 3D results at steady state for one parameter set. In We used a simple bi-stable switch to model the protein synthesis process com-
452
prised of a feed-forward and degradation mechanism. In our setting the location of other relevant proteins, then these spines should also contain polyribosomes.
477
The location of protein synthesis within synaptic spines is necessary, but is not Table 1 ). This presents a challenge for these proteins since 
529
These results indicate that although long-term plasticity is localized to a synaptic 530 spine, other aspects of protein synthesis depend plasticity are less local. However,
531
given that we do not know what these processes are, it is difficult to model them in 532 a mechanistic way.
533
Here is has been assumed that synapse specificity is necessary and desirable.
534
It has been suggested that there are advantages to having less synapse specificity 
541
There is strong experimental evidence to support both the ideas of synaptic speci-542 ficity and the memory-maintenance role of proteins. In this work we have addressed 543 the question of how the diffusive nature of the latter can impose limits on the former.
544
We propose here that for these two features of synaptic plasticity to co-exist, den- 
732
were obtained for the standard parameters (see Table 1 ) and characteristic length Table 1 
